
Pan Community Council 
"Building Intentional Communities" 

DISSUCUSSION PAPER ON THE DRAFT SEPP-15 

For endorsement. 
Pan Corn:- 
• welcomes the exhibition of Draft SEPP-15, 

• supports councils introducing MO provisions into their respective LEP's 
provided they are not less favourable than the requirements in the SEPP, 

• does not support councils being exempt from the SEPP unless and until the 
Department has received acceptable Draft LEP provisions, 

• favours, where councils choose not to provide MO provisions in their LEP, 
that provision be available for an MO DCP or equivalent under the SEPP, 

• recommends that where a council provides for MO in their LEP that an MO 
DCP also be provided. (The Lismore City Council Draft MO DCP-20 1994 
is suggested as a basis for such a DCP), 

• supports the Department publishing a "Rural Land Sharing Community 
Manual" to assist potential new settlers and council staff Unfamiliar with 
this form of development. Such a Manual to be produced in close 
consultation with MO organisations, MO residents and professionals 
involved in preparing MO DA's, 

• that as a generalisation the MO SEPP, LEP's and DCP's wherever possible 
address itself to "performance" outcomes rather than "prescriptive" 
legislation, 

• In general the wording of the Draft SEPP policy be retained except in 
matters of principle or policy. 

REASON: # The existing wording in general has successfully stood the 
"test of time". 

# To confine our negotiations to policy matters of principle. 

• Other? 
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in an ailing rural economy farmers should be allowed to pool 
resources by building on shared land and by sharing 
resources, 	t am told by Councillor Diana Roberts (personal 
communication (9/2/97) that the reason the authorities don't 
want dwellings near prime agricultural land is that they are 
concerned that inhabitants will be affected by the spraying 
of hazardous chemicals. Why can't SEPPI5 contain a 
restriction on these chemicals in the case of MO developments 
on farms? There are a growing number of people who want to 
farm in a more environmentally friendly manner anyway. Also 
there should be a major concern to protect prime agricultural 
land from suburban subdivis ion. The loss of huge areas of 
rich soil in the Alsionvitle area to suburban development is 
a good example of this sort of mismanagement. 

MO's often cover a large amount of land, requiring vast road 
and ongoing energy requireMents which are initially grossly 
underestimated. The occupants are merely mimicking the 
habits of the rural society at large in believing we need to 
live on large amounts of land. For the future, however, we 
should learn from the mistakes of the past. When finances 
are already stretched these costs can create poverty and work 
traps which many struggle with for years to overcome. 
Clustered development should be Insisted upon where 
possible,not merely stated as "preferable" as in SEPP15 2(c). 
Correspondingly the former access roads to dwellings need to 
be maintained In top condition and specially economical in 
their construct ion ie. no longer than they need to be. 

Dwellings should be strongly discouraged on or near steep 
land. This has created huge and unforeseen infrastructure 
maintenance problems as well as grief for the occupants in 
more than a few living instances, SEPP15 7.1(g) precludes 
"slopes in excess of 18 degrees ... on more than 80% of the 
land". This could be extended to require that dwellings 
and home imprnvement area (the general area comprising the 
cluster) be connected where possible by access roads on 
slopes less than 18%. Diana Roberts told me (9/2/97) that my 
own community, because of its steepness and potential erosion 
problems, would not have a DA passed for it today by Lismore 
Council if SEPPI5 were still in effeot. I can truthfully say 
that the legacy of developing this steep site still affects 
us from year to year as we spend thousands on concreting 
access roads and bridges in or near steep areas. 

SEPPI6 11.2 gives a formula for density of development 
(allowed number of dwellings). This formula is flawed in 
that it does not take into consideration the ration of 
useable to unuseable dwelling site land on an MO. Hence it 
does not highlight the need to place dwellings on suitable 
sites. The formula should apply to the actual amount of 
useable Land for dwelling sites and access roads. 
Occupants carrying the dream of a hideaway In the hills" 
don't realise In advance how dearly they may have to pay for 
this dream later on when they build their dwellings on steep 
or unsuitable sites with a "good view" out of sight of their 
neighbours. This relates back to my comments on the 
desirability of cluttered development. 	I was interested to 
note that at the Pan Com meeting on February 9 at the Cbannon 
Hall Diana Roberts echoes similar thoughts. 

Building sites facing the winter sun should be encouraged so 
that maximum use can be made of the sun's energy for hot 
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water, energy ef'icient dwellings and gardens, thus lessening 
the dependence of fuel and the electricity grid for heating. 

In regard to be abe e two points there could be something 
like the MoUsy Exclusion Technique used in perasaculture to 
identify suti welling areas by progressively excluding 
unsuitable One. -  

We must get away from the idea that MO's are only appropriate 
on marginal, cheap and poorly accessible land. For a whole 
variety of reasons we need to put Mo's on an equal tooting 
with other forms of development so that the wider community 
can see people from all walks of life moving towards a more 
sustainable and less socially fragmented future. 

Finally I would like to communicate to you Russell Anderson's 
comments and my own about your annotations to the proposed 
new form of SEPPI&. Russell was in favour of an alternative 
name to Multiple Occupancy' reflecting a more social 
Approach. His words were: 'Yes, I agree with a name change. 
We should think of a good one." I support it also but with 
some caution. I will comment on the two possibIlities you 
have put forward: 

Intentional Community - "Community" suggests something 
large which is not necessarily the case and might scare 
Councils with the prospect at the countryside being swamped 
with Mo's and their Inhabitants. 	"Intentional" suggests that 
the comrnuinity be focussed on a specific intent Ion which may 
also not be the case. 

Expanded Family - "Vanity" is a very loaded word meaning 
different things to different people. Some people on MO's 
would not consider their MO to be a family, certaInly not in 
the normal usage of the word. There are some to whom 
"family" has a negative connotation because the nuclear 
family and fanities in general have contributed much that has 
gone wrong with the world. 

We need to careful that a new word does not sound to 
"precious", nor too glib. I think Multiple Occupancy was a 
good name because it was neutral. However it has now 
acquired connotations which are not so neutral, even negative 
in the eyes of some. Maybe we should brainstorm a name at * 
me e t Ing. 

These are a few of my thoughts. Please use anything that 
might be useful to Pan Corn's submi,sion. 

Regards, 

Pr itarn 

11,  
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John Morrison 

/•) -/k/ 	 Secretary 

Pretty Gully Co-operative Ltd. 

P.O. Box 74 

(Ski, NSW 2484 

Phone 	(066) 797034 

The Manager 

Planning and Design Branch 

Department: of Urban Affairs and Planning 

FIox 3927 @Po 

Sydney NSW 2003 

fle; draft Saf'P 15 

Sir, 

On reading the draft SEPP.15, I noticed a serious problem in 

the Aims Of PoLicy, specificly 2 (c) (ii). 

2 (c) (ii) excludes the use of DEEDS OF AGREEMENT to provide exclusive 

use and enjoyment Rights of dwellings and home Improvement areas. 

This part of the Poticy seriously inhibits the financial viability 

of youi families investin; 'n the construction of dwelt it9s. 
?iiks and ochcu Iei.ing institutions will not lend without security, 

uuaily in the form of a mortgage over privately owned 'real' ntate. 
Peeds of Agreement have in the past, been partly successful at over-

connng r.his difficulty. Though usually at personal Joan interest 

rates instead of those enjoyed by someone building on freehold land. 

9 (l) (a) deFines wh,tt is necessary to ensure successful management 

of a Multiple Occupancy development, however the application of 

2 (c) (Ii) is an impediment to that management and ultimately the 

financial vlabitfty of L1.O.s 

I would suggest the deletion of 2 (c) (ii) 	in its present form to 
be rewritten; 

2 AIMS OF POLICY 

This Policy aims: 
V (a).. 

() 	
/ 

Cc) 	(i) ..... 

(ii) in a manner that does not involve subdivision, 

strata title or any other form of separate land title; excepting 
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'DEEDS OF AGREEMENT' between the, body cor pqL'd Le Ti tie holder and 

shareholders defini rig Home improvement. Areas and granting exclusive 

use and enjoyment riqhtsot allocated area including rights of resale 

under the same terms and conditions, and 

I i ii) to create ..... V 

To &idequatly addrPss Lbs mMtters raised in 9. it would appear necessary 

that the Title holder of the land should be a 'body corporate' either 

as a reistered conpiiny or registered co-operative with the participants 

being tinancial ,flharnhnlders, thE?. shreu h-i;ig I inked by ' 'need of 

Agreement' to it part.jr%Jle,r homo improvement area. 

While solve i'articiparits may view their (Iwel I lug as their principle 

residence for life, others will need to move due to chanqes of cIrcum-

stance like health, employment,  further education etc. 

tn less they are able to sell their dwn i i rug arid irnpi ovl'mrri s at 

!Thirset. or near mnrke.t value, they will he severely disadvantaqed 

when t  bc- v rc• 	;t abi i sli in the 'freehold world 

WL ;ouL acct'tañ.' ccuri ty. Lank-; 'i 	ncr Ucnd .SOHE? 1 let's of dwell logs 

in M. 0. developments are I ImI ted to hu',ers who are 'cashed up' and 

not in riced or bank assistance. This causes houses to be severely 

undcz vulued in COmPr isoti to simi tar on frenhnlcl tit1. 

Oral t SEP}'lS appears intended to encourage the development of 'low-

cost. attordahi? rural 1 lying opporturtititis', b'jt n thK'-; of 

constructing dwollinqs is largely determined by the Building code 

of Australia. the phrase 'low-cost' could he dnlet'nd. The only tage 

that, 'low-costs' are invoJv in the initial land cquitmcn 

and infrastuct.ure instmlmcnt, after which as participnnts settLe 

all dwelling arid home improvement costs are equal or higher than 

elsHwherc In the community. 

The imposition of clause 2(c)(ii) in its present form precLudes 

access to finance and thereby creates a significant obstacle to the 
success of the policy, 

Yours sincerely 

John Morrison  

9th March 1997 - 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: Pan Corn MORE 

From: Peter Harnilton 

Date: 5.12.96 

The Department has advised as follows. 

• 	The Minister has directed the Department to place a 
revised version of SEPP-15 on public exhibition. 

It is expected that this will occur before Christmas. 

• 	The nature of the "revision" was described as "minor" and 
that it will be essentially "as is". 

• 	The exhibition period will be three months following which 
there will be consideration of the submissions received. 
There is no indication as to how long this process may take. 

• 	The Minister will be issuing a Press Release when the Draft 
SEPP goes on public exhibition and not before. 

• This information was given to Pan Com in view of our 
correspondence and concern re the reinstatement over the 
past two years and was described as "somewhat privileged 
information" with the request to wait for the official Press 
Release before commenting on the proposal. 
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